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ABSTRACT
Planar Poiseuille flow and Rele-Shaw cell flow of Newtonian and generalized
non-Newtonian fluids have been studied. The nonlinear form of Darcy's law
has been developed to model flow behavior of generalized non-Newtonian fluids
in a Rele-Shaw cell. The mobility factors for various fluids have been obtained
and the velocity profiles have been presented for both planar Poiseuille flow and
Rele-Shaw cell flows. The fluids considered in the study are Newtonian fluids,
Power-law fluids, Bingham viscoplastic fluids, and Maxwell-Oldroyd viscoelastic
fluids. The constitutive rate equations modeling these fluids are described in
detail.
1
INTRODUCTION
Poiseuille flows of both Newtonian and non-Newtonian fluids have been well
studied. The objective of revisiting such flows here is not to present the flow
structure, but to derive the mobility factor which relates flow rate and pressure
gradient through Darcy's law. The mobility factor is constant when the fluid is
Newtonian, whereas it is shear-rate dependent when the fluid is shear-thinning
or shear-thickening [1-2]. This leads to a non-linear form of Darcy's law, which is
used here to describe the lubrication flows of non-Newtonian fluids.
After examining Poiseuille flows, generalized Hele-Shaw cell flows are considered.
By applying a lubrication approximation [3-5], the governing equations are
simplified and solved. The exact solutions for the Rele-Shaw cell share many
similarities with those in Planar Poiseuilleflow.
Fluids considered in the present study are Newtonian fluid and three non-
Newtonian fluids: Power-law fluid, Binghamplastic fluid and viscoel~tic Oldroyd
fluid. The effects of rheology on mobility factor are examined by considering both
shear-thinning and shear-thickening fluids. The effects of yield stress on both the
flow structure and the mobility factor are examined using Bingham plastic fluids.
The effects of elasticity on the flow structure are also examined using Oldroyd
fluids. The normal stress differences, '1J 1 and '1J2, are expressed and their effects
2
on the mobility factor are explored.
The thesis is organized as follows. The first chapter describes planar Poiseuille
flows. Rele-Shaw cell flows of general fluids are described in the second chapter.
The third chapter describes flow in a radially symmetric Rele-Shaw cell with a
center source, serving as an application of the previous general formulations. The
pressure drop as a function of radial position is calculated. A brief conclusion is
given at the end as a summary.
3
Chapter 1
Poiseuille Flow
The uni-directional Poiseuille flows of Newtonian fluid and non-Newtonian fluid
are considered in this chapter. The non-Newtonian fluids studied include Power-
law fluid, Bingham viscoplastic fluid and Maxwell-Oldroyd fluid. The constitutive
equations modeling such fluids are described in details in this chapter. The fully
developed steady velocity profiles are calculated and the average velocity, which
is equivalent to total flowrate in Poiseuille flow, are determinedin terms of pres-
sure gradient for each fluid mentioned above. From the relationship between the
average velocity and the pressure gradient the mobility parameter A is deduced.
1.1 General Equations
For incompressible fluids, the mass and momentum equations are as follow:
\7·v=O
8V
at + (v· \7) v = - \7p + \7. T
(1.1)
(1.2)
where v is the velocity vector andris the stress tensor. There are 10 unknowns in
the above 4 equations. Therefore, equations relating v and r need to~e employed.
Such equations are called the constitutive equation. We will describe constitutive
4
equations later for different·type of fluids.
Because the flow studied here is a parallel flow, the velocity vector has only
one non-zero components:
v=(u(z),O,O)
where z is the traverse direction normal to the flow. Since the flow is steady and
fully-developed, following conditions must apply:
~=~=~=Oat ax ay
Since the flow is completely independent of y, momentum equation yields
(1.3)
(1.4)ap
- = T xy = T yz = °ay
With Eq.(1.3)and Eq. (1.4), Eq. (1.1) and Eq. (1.2) can be greatly simplified:
U = U (z)
ap dTxz
ax dz
ap dTzz
az dz
Let
p = p- T zz
Since P is independent of z, Eq. (1.6) becomes
ap _dTxz _ C-----ax dz .
5
(1.5)
(1.6)
(1.7)
(1.8)
(1.9)
where C is a constant.
The rate-of-deformation tensor 1. is written as
For parallel flow, I has a simple expression:
0 0 dudz
1= 0 0 0
du 0 0dz
(1.10)
(1.11)
Eq. (1.5), Eq, (1.9) and Eq. (1.11) hold for both: Newtonian or non-Newtonian
fluids.
1.2Poiseuille Flows of Newtonian Fluid
The analysis ofNewtonian Poiseuille flow can be found in almost every fluid
dynamics textbook, The constitutive equation for Newtonian fluid is a linear·
relation:
where TJ is a constant representing viscosity. From Eq. (1.11),
(1.12)
o o '11 du
'/ dz
T=
6
000
'11
du 0 0
'/ dz
(1.13)
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Figure 1.1: Velocity profile of Newtonian Fluid
Subs~ituting Eg. (1.13) into Eg. (1.10) yields
dP = dp = C = fJd2u
dx dx dz2
where C is a constant. With non-slip conditions applied to both walls
the solution of Eq. (1.14) can be obtained:
(1.14)
(1.15)
(1.16)
The velocity profile depicted in Eg. (1.16) is parabolic, as shown in Fig. (1.1). By
integrating Eg. (1.16) from z = -~ to z = ~ the average velocity u is determined:
- 11~ h2 dp
U = h _!l:. udz - - 121] dx
2
7
(1.17)
Eq. (1:17) gives the relation between pressure drop and average velocity. Using
Eq. (1.17) and the definition of mobility factor
dp
U= -AO-dx
AO can be determined
1.3 Poiseuille Flows of Non-Newtonian Fluid
In this section ~ifferent types of non-Newtonian fluids are considered.
1.3.1 Power-law Fluid
(1.18)
(1.19)
The Ostwald and de Waele Power-law model [6-7] are introduced to predict the
effect of shear-thinning or shear-thickening on flow structure. The Poiseuille flow
of Power-law fluid is discussed in detail by Birds et.' al. [3]. Here the derivations
are repeated with an objective to obtain nonlinear mobility factor in terms of
average velocity. The solution is expressed parametrically.
The constitutive equation for Power-law fluid is given by
r=rrl
where'TJ is the apparent viscosity and it is a function of t
'TJ = mi'n-l,
8
(1.20)
(1.21)
32.5
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Figure 1.2: The apparent viscosity as a function of shear rate: -f!i vs. "t
For parallel simple shear flow considered here
"t = Iii = I'Yxz I
nand m are flow parameters. The fluid viscosity -f!i as a function of shear rate is
shown in Fig. (1.2) for various values of n. When n > 1, the viscosity increases
with increasing 7: the fluid is shear-thickening. Whereas, for 0 < n < 1, the
viscosity decreases with increasing 7: the fluid is shear-thinning. n = 1 represents ..
the Newtonian fluid as a limiting case. From Eq. (1.20) and Eq. (1.21), it can be
derived that
I In-lT xz = m TXZ Txz (1.22)
Since the profile is symmetric on z, we can confine the region of interest into
o< z < 1 where ~ < 0, T xz < 0, ~~. < 0 and TXZ < O. From Eq. (1.10) and Eq.
9
(1.11):
So
Applying the boundary condition:
Eq. (1.25) can be solved:
u _ ~(_dP~).~{.(.~)";;' -Z";;'}
n+l dxm 2
Defining non-dimensional variables u* and z*:
(1.23)
(1.24)
(1.25)
(1.26)
u* = u . n + 1 (_ dP~)-~(~)-";;'
n dxm 2
yields
* 1 *!!±lU = -z n
* 2zz =-'
h
(1.27)
(1.28)
The profiles of u* vs. z* are plotted in Fig. (1.3).The average velocity is deter-
mined by integrating the velocity profile
U= ~ r~ udz = n (_ dp~)~(~)~
h J0 2n + 1 dx m 2
10
(1.29)
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Figure 1.3: Velocity profile of Power-law fluid.
The mobility parameter
_ ( dP) -1 71. (dP1) l~n (h)~
A = U - dx = 271. + 1 - dx m "2 (1.30)
The above equations are well-known results, It can be observed that a parametric
relationship between A andu can be established from Eq. (1.29) and Eq. (1.30) if
-*is taken as a varying·~arameter. The two equations above are mathematically
equivalent to the parametric relation:
x (t)
Y (t) -
71. 1
--fTi271.+ 1
71. I-n
--tn"2n+ 1
(1.31)
(1.32)
Fig. (1.4) describes how A varies with u by plotting Eq. (1.31) and Eq. (1.32).
This approach will be used further for other non-Newtonian fluids: the mobility
factor is not solved explicitly but parametrically.
11
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Figure 1.4: Mobility as a function of average velocity: ,.\* vs. 71* (Power-law)
1.3.2 Bingham Viscoplastic Fluid
Bingham fluid does not deform unless the magnitude of shear stress applied
exceeds the yield stress [10]. Some fluids such as paint and toothpaste behave as
Bingham plastic or viscoplastic. This model has been well studied by Oldroyd
[11]. Derivations in this section are repetitions of previous work but the objective
is to write the mobility factor parametrically, as it is done in previous seCtion.
The constitutive equation for Bingham plastic fluid is given piecewisely:
1'=0 ,7 < TO
.' 7-70
'Y = , T > 70
'TJ
(1.33)
where constant 70 is the yield stress; 7 = ..jIf ; l' is the deformation rate. Since
the flow is parallel the only non-vanishing components of T is 7 xz; so 7 = 7 xz and
12
'Y = - ~~. Due to the symmetry only the region 0 < z < ~ will be considered,
where u > 0 and T < 0, ~~ < 0 and ~ < O.
du = 0
dz
du -Txz - TO
dz 7J
, T xz < TO
, T xz > TO (1.34)
Eq. (1.34) shows that there exists a "plug" region where the velocity profile is
flat. From Eq. (1.9):
dp
T xz = dx.z (1.35)
This solution satisfies the condition that Txz be zero at z = O. Now, Zo, the
half-width of the plug region at the center, can be determined by solving
Zo can be written as
Now Eq.(1.34) becomes
(
d )-1
Zo = d~ TO
(1.36)
(1.37)
du =0
dz
du z - Zo dp
-dz 7J. dx
13
, z < Zo
h
,Zo < z < '2 (1.38)
The velocity profile can be determined by solving Eq. (1.38) and applying bound-
ary condition:
u (z = ~) = 0, u continuous at z = Zo
The solution is
(1.39)
u= ~ dP (Z2 _ h2) + TO (z _~) ,
2ry dx 4 ry 2
u= ~ dp (z5 _h2) + TO(ZO _ ~). ,
2ry dx 4 ry 2
The average velocity u can be integrated then:
h
Zo < z < 2"
0< z < Zo (1.40)
h
2 ("?: 1 dp( 3 3 2)
U = h Jo udz = - 12ryh dx h +4z0 +3zoh
Substituting Eq. (1.37) into Eq. (1.41) yields
From Eq. (1.41) the mobility parameter ;\ can be determined:
Using following non-dimensional· variables:
(1.41)
(1.42)
(1.43)
* 2zo
zO=T'
* 2z
z =T' ,,\* = ~ =,,\ (.!!-)-lAo 12J.L'
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* 4ryu
u =-
Toh (1.44)
z· z· " ..... ...
"
0.8 0.8 " ,
" ...
" ,
,
0.6 0.6 "
0.4 0.4
0.2 ~. ~. ~. 0.2II • II~ ~ ~
" '" '"'"
<>
'" u'luPnax
0 0.5 1.5 2 u' 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
Figure 1.5: Velocity profile of Bingham viscoplastic fluid.
the dimensionless form of the velocity profile is
z~ < z* < 1
0< z* < z~ (1.45)
_* 2 ( 1 *3 3 *)u = -* 1+ - Zo - - Zo
. 3zo 2 2
1 3A* = 1+ - z*3 - - z*2 0 2 0
(1.46)
(1.47)
The velocity profiles are shown in Fig. (1.5) for various values of zoo The "center
plug" region can be identified. Eq. (1.47) and Eq. (1.48) gives a parametric
relation between u* and A*. u* and A* as functions of Zo are shown in Fig. (1.6)
15
Average Velocity u'
5
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o 0.2 0.4 0.6 O.B
z·o
Figure 1.6: Average velodty 71* and mobility fador ,\* as functions of zoo
and the parametric relation between ,\* and fi,* is given in Fig. (1.7).
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Figure 1.7: Mobility as a function of average velocity: A* vs. U* (Bingham)
1.3.3 Maxwell-Oldroyd Viscoelastic Fluid
The Maxwell or Oldroyd rate equations are widely-used models to describe
flow behavior of viscoelastic fluids such as polymer solutions and melts [3, 12-13].
The constitutive equations for Oldroyd fluid A and Bare:
Oldroyd A: T + AlT(I) = rJo (j(I) + A2.:l2))
Oldroyd B: T+ AIT (I) = rJo Ci(l) + A21(2))
(1.48)
(1.49)
where T(I) and T (1) are called covariant and contravariant convected derivatives
of the stress tensor T; 1(1) and 1(1) are first-order kinematic tensors; 1(2) and 1(2)
are the covariant and contravariant convected derivatives of first-order kinematic
tensors. Al and A2 are time constants. rJo is the constant describing the viscosity in
17
the limit :y~ O. The following equations show how these convective derivatives
are related with those we commonly observe.
T(1) - ~;+{ (\7v'f.T+To (\7v')}
T(l) - ~;- {(\7v') 0 T+To (\7v')T}
:y(I) = :y = :y = \7V + (\7V)T
- -(1)-
(1.50)
(1.51)
(1.52)
(1.53)
(1.54)
In this work we consider A2 be zero. Thus, we can use A to replace AI. Also, since
the flow is one -dimensional, steady (fully-relaxed) and fully developed, several
terms vanish. Hereafter, the constitutive equation written in the matrix form
becomes:
T xx T xy T xz+ATxx ~~. 0 0 dudz
Oldroyd A: T xy T yy +A . du = 7]0 0 0 0T yz T xy dz
Txz+ATxx~~ Tyz+ATXY~~ T zz+2ATxz ~~ du 0 0dz
(1.55)
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and
Txx-2ATxz~~ A du A du 0 0 duT xy - T yzdz T xz - T zzdz dz
Oldroyd B: A du T yy T yz = 7]0 0 0 0T xy - T yz dz
A du T yz T zz
du 0 0T xz - T zz dz dz
(1.56)
Eq. (1.56) gives:
Oldroyd A:
du (dU)' (1.57)T xz = 7]0 dz' T zz = - 2ArJo dz
So, in Oldroyd A model, the normal stress is present in z direction. The first and
second normal stress coefficients are:
Oldroyd A: 'lJ1 = Txx.~ T zz - 2ArJo,
'Yxz
,Tr _ T zz - T yy _ -2'
':l' 2 - • 2 - /\rJo
'Yxz
(1.58)
Similarly, from Eq. (1.57) the non-zero components of I. are:
du
Oldroyd B: T xz = 170 dz' ( dU)2T xx = 2ArJo dz (1.59)
The first and second normal stress coefficient
T xx - T zzOldroyd B: 'lJ1 = .2 = 2A170'
/xz
,Tr _. T zz - T yy - 0
'.1.'2 - .2 -
'Yxz
(1.60)
We also note that the velocity profiles calculated from these two models are the
same as that of Newtonian fluid. Neither model implies a shear-rate dependent
apparent viscosity.
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Oldroyd fluid A and B models have their limitations. The quantity -*7 is
predicted to be unity by Oldroyd A model. However, in severalexperiments for
typical polymer fluids 0.01 ~ -*7 ~ 0.2. \lJ 2 is predicted to be zero by Oldroyd
B model. However, \lJ 2 = 0, known as the "Weissenberg hypothesis" [14], is now
proved to be incorrect [15]. We note that Eq. (1.59) and Eq. (1.61) are "linearly
independent" of each other. Oldroyd A model and Oldroyd B model can be
combined together to form a new viscoelastic model:
1. + A{(I - k) 1.(1) +k1.{l)} = -1'rj (1.61)
where k is a real constant. For steady, uni-directional, fully developed flow, Eq.
(1.62) is simplified
Txx-2kATxz~~
T yy
Txz+(l- k)ATxx~~-kATzz~~
a 0 ~~
= Tlo a 0 a
du a a
dz
20
(1.62)
The solution of Eq. (1.63) is
T xx
T zz
T xz
1+ 4k (1 - k) )\2 (~~)2
-2 (1 - k) >'7]0 (~)2
1+4k (1 _ k) >.2 (~~) 2
7]0 du
1+ 4k (1- k)>.2 (~~)2 dz
(1.63)
(1.64)
(1.65)
Other components of 1:. are all zero. In this model, normal stresses are present in
both directions. The two normal stress coefficients are:
T xx - T zz 2>'7]0
- ~----=--..,...--:::"
1';z 1+4k (1 - k) >.2 (~~) 2
T zz - T yy _ -2 (1- k) >'7]0
1';z - 1+4k (1 - k) >.2 (~~)2
So, as long as k =J 1, W2 =J O. Also
(1.66)
(1.67)
(1.68)
is no longer unity. So, if we properly choose constant k, the new model can give
a more realistic prediction on W1 and 'lT2 - an obvious improvement to Oldroyd
A and Oldroyd B models. Another interesting feature of this model is that the
viscosity 7] becomes dependent on l' when k is neither 0 nor 1:
(dU) -1 7]0 7]0 .7] = T xz dz = 1 + 4k (1- k) >.2 (~~)2 = 1+4k (1- k) >.21';z (1.69)
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When 0 < k < 1, 4k (1 - k) A2 (~~)2 > 0, the model predicts shear-thinning
viscosity. Similarly, when k < 0 or k > 1 and 4k (1- k) A2 (~~)2 > -1, the model
predicts shear-thickening viscosity.
Similar to the definition of apparent viscosity, we can also define apparent
relaxation time A:
Thus,
(1.70)
7]
7]0
(1.71)
So, we can use one single graph to represent both ¥and .!L as shown in Fig. (1.8).
" 1/0
Substituting Eq. (1.10) into Eq. (1.65) yields:
When 0 < k < 1, with
f? = 4k (1 - k) A2
Eq. (1.73) becomes
22
(1.72)
(1.73)
(1.74)
31.2 1.40.2 0.4 0.6 0.8o
l!
'"9-
0.5 ~ Region of
Shear-thinning
2.5 ~
c:
,g
2 ~ Region of
~ Shear-thickening
C\l
1.5 ~
II
~1 1;
Figure 1.8: Apparent viscosity 'fJ and relaxation time A as functions of I),i'l.
The relation
. du du dtr;z
, =-=--
xz dz di'xz dz (1.75)
indicates
du . dz
di'xz = 'Yxz di'xz (1.76)
From Eq. (1.75)
(1.77)
Substituting Eq. (1.78) into Eq. (1.77) yields
(1.78)
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Integrating Eq. (1.79) and expressing u in terms of 1xz gives:
(1.79)
(1.80)
where C is a constant. Applying boundary condition:
dP h 'flo1xz Iwall
- dx "2 = 1+82 (1xzl wall )2
'flo (dP) -1 { 1 1 ( 2(. I )2) }
Ulwall = 82 dx . 1+82 bxzl
waZZ
)2 +21n 1+8 'Yxz wall . +C = 0
(1.81)
C can be determined
(1.82)
Using1w to denote 1xzlwall; and. 1 to denote 1xz' and using Eq. (1.81) u can be
written as:
(1.83)
FromEq. (1.75),
(1.84)
Eq. (1.84) and Eq. (1.85) defines the velocity profile parametrically. Using the
following. non-dimensional variables:
* 28u
u =·h'
24
* 2z 'Y'* = 8'Y'z =-,;:, (1.85)
z·
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Figure 1.9: Velocity profile of Maxwell-Oldroyd viscoelastic model (0 < k < 1).
Eq. (1.84) and Eq. (1.85) become
"* 1 +. *2z* = _1 /.;..:W~
"* 1+ ·*2'Iw I
(shear-thinning) (1.86)
Fig. (1.9) shows the velocity profile for various value of 1*.
. When k < 0 or k > 1, we define
(1.87)
Following the similar procedure described immediately above for 0 < k < 1, the
velocity profile for k < 0 or k > 1 can be determined parametrically as:
* 1-1*2{Ill (1 -1*2) }U = - -In1*2 1 - 1*2 1 - 1:; + 2 1 - 1:; .
25
Nel'otonian Fluid
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
1 1
z· z·
0.8 0.8
0.6 0.6
0.4
)l; = -0.9
0.4
0.2 0.2
u
.
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0
Figure 1.10: Velocity profile of Maxwell-Oldroyd viscoelastic model (k > 1)
. * 1 . *2
* "f -"fwZ =
. * 1 . *2'
"fw - "f
(shear- thickening) (1.88)
The parameter i'~ represents the deformation rate at the wall. The range of i'~
is -1 < i'~ < O. And j* ranges from j~ to O. The velocity profiles, calculated
from Eq. (1.87) and Eq. (1.89), are shown in Fig. (1.10) for various value of j~"
The average velocity is determined from:
-* = 1° * (dZ*) d" *U U d"* "f
"(;'" "f
Substituting Eq. (1.87) and Eq. (1.89) into Eq. (1.90) yields
(1.89)
(Shear-thinning)
(Shear- thickening)
(1.90)
(1.91)
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The non-dimensional mobility A* is calculated as:
* _ u ( dP)-1 __ ( dP )-1 ( h2)-1A - - -- - u -- --
Aodx dx. 12'1]0 (1.92)
A* can be expressed in terms of i'~ for both shear-thinning and shear-thickening
fluids as:
A* _ 1+i'~ {arctan i'~ (1 + i'~2)2_ 1 + 3i'~2 }
- 3 .* 4. *2 4.*Iw Iw Iw
(Shear-thinning)
A* 1 - i'~{ In G~;t) (1 - "I:,')2 1 - 3"1~2}
- -
3
. * 8. *2 + 4.*Iw Iw Iw
(Shear-thickening)
(1.93)
(1.94)
The average velocity and mobility.parameter are plotted in Fig. (1.11) as functions
of i'~. Fig (1.12) shows the mobility parameter as a function ofu* calculated from
Eq. (1.94) and Eq. (1.95).
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Figure 1.11: Average velocity U* and mobility factor ).* as functions of 'Yw
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Figure 1.12: Mobility as a function of average velocity: ).* vs. u* (Maxwell-
Oldroyd)
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Chapter 2
Hele-Shaw Cell Flow
In this chapter, the equations governing Hele-Shaw flow of Newtonian and non-
Newtonian fluid are derived. The Darcy's law is used to express the velocity field
in terms of pressure gradient for each type of fluids. It is shown that the relation
between the average velocity and the pressure gradient are similar for Hele-Shaw
cell flows and Poiseuille flows.
2.1 General Equations
Equations governing incompressible flow are:
\7·v=O (2.1)
(2.2)
The vertical motion between the plates is suppressed, Le., W = OJ and since the
space between two parallel plates are small, the flow is very slow. Hence non-linear
inertial effects are negligible. For steady flows, Eq. (2.1) and Eq. (2.2) can be
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reduced to:
au+av=o
ax ay
ap aTxx aTxy aTxz
-=-+-+-ax ax ay az
ap aTxy aTyy aTyz
-=--+-+-ay ax ay az
ap aTxz aTyz aTzz
-=--+-+-az ax ay az
(2.3)
(2.4)
Eq. (2.3) and Eq. (2.4) can be further simplified by using lubrication approxima-
tion [3-5]. Since the length scales in x and yare 0(1) and the length scale in z
direction is 0 (h), with
Eq. (2.4) can be approximated as
(2.5)
ap dTxz
ax-~'
Defining
Eq. (2.6) can be written as
p =p - Tzz
ap
az
dTzz
dz (2.6)
(2.7)
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(2.8)
whichsuggest that
8P
T xz = 8x z,
8P
T yz = By z (2.9)
0 1 and O2 are slowly varying functions of x and y. However, for 7 xz (z) and 7 yz (z),
0 1 and O2 can be regarded as constants. This method is known as the variation
of parameters.
.The rate-of-deformation tensor t
0 0 dudz
1= V'v+ (V'vf ~ 0 0 dvdz
du dv 0dz dz
2.2 Hele-Shaw Cell Flows of Newtonian Fluid
The constitutive equation for Newtonian fluid is:
T -1]1
Substituting Eq. (2.10) into Eq. (2.11) gives:
(2.10)
(2.11)
T=
o
o
o
o
1] dudz
1] dvdz (2.12)
1] du 1]dv 0dz dz
With Eq. (2.12), Eq. (2.9) becomes:
du 8p
1] dz = 8x z ,
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dv 8p
1]- =-zdz 8y (2.13)
The velocity field.can thus be determined:
U=_h'8p{l_ (2Z)'}
81] ox h
v = _ h2OP{I_ (2Z)2}
.81] oy h
In the vector form:
h
2{ (2Z)2}11 = - 81] 1 - h \1p
(2.14)
(2.15)
The average velocity is related to the pressure gradient by using Darcy's law:
2 ~ h2
V = - •{ vdz = -_.-. \1p = -AO\1p
h Jo· 121] (2.16)
Using Eq. (2.14), Eq. (2.16) will bereduced to Eq. (1.18) that relates the average
velocity and pressure gradient in plane Poiseuille flow of Newtonian fluid.
2.3 Hele-Shaw Cell Flows of Non-Newtonian Fluid
2.3.1 Power-law Fluid
The constitutive equation for power-law fluid is given in Eq. (1.19) and Eq.
(1.20). The stress components for Power-law fluid are:
T
xz
_ m du {(dU)2 + (dV)2} ',' = _ 8Pzdz dz dz ox (2.17)
T., - m~~ {(~:)'+ (~~rr' =- ~: z (2.18)
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Other components of 1. are zero. Defining
Eq. (2.17) and Eq. (2.18) yields
{(dU)2 (dV)2}~T = m dz + dz = Z l'Vpl
With
U = q cos {3, v = qsin {3
it can be shown that
(2.19)
(2.20)
(2.21)
du dq
dz =dz cos{3, du = dq sin{3dz dz (2.22)
Analyzing the balance of infinitesimal fluid elements, it is derived that ~ = O.
Substituting Eq. (2.22) into Eq. (2.20), we obtain
dq = _ (!...I\7pl) ~
dz m
Now, q can be solved:
(2.23)
(2.24)
We note that Eq. (2.24) will be identical to Eq. (1.26) when q is replaced by u
and l\7pl by -~. Thus, the solutions obtained in Section (1.3.1) on Poiseuille
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flow - Eq. (1.29) and Eq. (1.30) - can be readily applied on Rele-Shaw flow
with corresponding terms replaced. We also note that q = Ivl and (cos f3, sin f3) is
in the direction of v, which can be written as the equations governing Rele-Shaw
cell flows of power-law fluid:
1 1!:±!
Ivl = 7j = n (l\7pl) n(!!:.) n
2n+ 1 m 2
,X = n (l\7pl) l~n(!!:.) ~
2n + 1 m 2
(2.25)
(2.26)
Eq. (2.25) andEq. (2.26) show a parametric relation between mobility parameter
and average velocity. Once this relation is established, the nonlinear Darcy's law
for Rele-Shaw cell flows of Power-law fluid can be derived:
v=-,X(q)\7p
2.3.2 Bingham ViscoplasticFluid
(2.27)
A parametric relation between A and Ivl will be obtained for Rele-Shaw cell
flow of Bingham fluid. The constitutive equation for Bingham fluid is:
7 = 0 , T < TO
• T - TO
'J = , T > TO
'rJ
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(2.28)
For Hele-Shaw cell flow,
. V'2 ·2I =. Ixz +I yz = (2.29)
(2.30)
Introducing u = qcos(3 and v - qsin (3, Eq. (2.28) can be expressed by a piecewise
ordinary differential equation for q:
~~ = 0, 0 < z < Zo = I;~I
dq l\7pl h
- = - -- (z - zo) , Zo < Z < -
dz TJ 2
(2.31)
Eq. (2.31) would be identical to Eq. (1.38) if l\7pl is replaced by -~and q by u.
Thus, the solutions obtained in Section (1.3.2) for Poiseuilleflow - Eq. (1.42)
and Eq. (1.44) - can be directly used in this section with corresponding terms
replaced:
(2.32)
(2.33)
These two equations show the parametric relation between the mobility parameter
and the average velocity in Hele-Shaw cell flows of Bingham viscoplastic fluid.
With this relation, the nonlinear Darcy's law is established.
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2.3.3 Oldroyd Viscoelastic Fluid
In this section we consider the Rele-Shaw cell flows of viscoelastic fluids. Using
the constitutive equation for Maxwell-Oldroyd fluid given in Eq. (1.62), applying
lubrication approximation namely gx - gy «:: gz' the stress components can be
determined in terms of velocity gradients:
2kA'I1 (du)2
. '/0 dz
T xx = ---------:,=..:.-------:-
1+4k (1 - k) A2 { (~~) 2 +.(~~ )2 }
2kATJo (~~) 2
2kATJo du dv
T - dzdz
xy - 1+ 4k (1 _ k) A2 { (~~) 2 + (~~) 2 }
. -2 (1- k) ATJo (~)2
T zz =
. 1+ 4k (1 - k) A2 {(~~)2 + (~~)2}
TJo du
T xz =
1+4k (1 - k) A2 { (~~) 2 + (~~) 2} dz
(2.34)
(2.35)
(2.36)
(2.37)
(2.38)
TJo dv
T yz = { } (2.39)
1+4k (1 - k) A2 ( ~~ ) 2 + (~~) 2 dz
The last two equations for T xz and T yz can be used to determine the velocity field.
Writing u = qcos {3 and v = qsin {3, the equation for q is:
(2.40)
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q can be determined as a function of z from Eq. (2.40). However, it is easier to
determine q (z) parametrically by using the same method used in Section (1.3.3).
With
Eq. (2.40) becomes
. dq J' 2 ·2
,= dz =- 'xz + 'yz (2.41)
(2.42)
When 0 < k < 1, the fluid is shear-thinning. Letting [/ = 4k (1 - k) ..2 it can be
derived that:
Using the definition
Eq. (2.42) yields
. dq dq d-y
,=-=-.-dz d-y dz
(2.43)
(2.44)
(2.45)
q and z can be determined as a functions of -y from Eq. (2.43) and Eq. (2.45).
The solutions are identical with those obtained in Section (1.3.3) for Poiseuille
flow of Maxwell-Oldroyd fluid. With q (z) determined parametrically, q* can be
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calculated:
t .* (1 .*2)2
-q* = IV*I = arc an Iw + Iw
4' *2Iw
1+37:;
4' *Iw
(shear - thinning) (2.46)
where 7j and A are scaled with
(2.47)
(2.48)
(2.49)
When the fluid is shear-thickening, i.e., k > lor k < 0, letting 82 = -4k (1- k) A2,
the final expressions for 7j and A are:
I ( l-..y*) (1 . *2) 2. _ n ~ - I w 1 _ 3",*2
-* I *1 Iw + Iwq = V =. 8 . *2 4' * ,
. Iw Iw
(shear - thickening) (2.50)
(2.51)
The nonlinear Darcy's law of Hele-Shaw flow of Maxwell-Oldroyd fluid Hele-Shaw
flow is established from Eq. (2.46), Eq. (2.47), Eq. (2.50) and Eq. (2.51).
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Chapter 3
Radial Symmetric Hele-Shaw Cell Flow
Idealized case of radially symmetric steady Hele-Shaw flows that are produced
by a constant strength source situated at the origin is considered in this chapter.
The exact solution for the radially symmetric flow is presented for Newtonian and
non-Newtonian fluids.
When the flow is radially symmetric, the radial component of average velocity
is:
- Q
v =Vr =-27rr (3.1)
where Q is the flow rate generated from the source. The momentum equation
becomes:
dP
dr
1 Q
---
A27rr (3.2)
For Newtonian fluid, A= AO' P then can be explicitly solved:
Q RP= Po+ --In-27rAo r (3.3)
If the fluid is non-Newtonian, Awill be a function of v. When the relation between
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,\ and v is determined parametrically:
,\ - ,\ (~)
v - v (~)
Eq. (3.2) can be written as
(3.4)
dP = dP dv = _ dP (dV) -1~ = _ 27l"v2 dP (dV) -1 (3.5)
dr dv dr d~ d~ 27l"r2 Q d~ d~
Substituting Eq. (3.5) into Eq. (3.2) yields
dP
d~
Defining non-dimensional pressure
Q dv
---
27l"'\v d~ (3.6)
The non-dimensional form of Eq. (3.6) is:
(3.7)
dP*
d~
Applying the boundary condition
1 dv*
--
'\*v* d~ (3.8)
P = Po at r = R
the pressure field can be written as
P* - P.* = 1~ d.v*
o '\*v*~o
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(3.9)
This result is valid for the radial symmetric Rele-Shaw cell flows of any type of
non-Newtonian fluid: Power-law fluid, Bingham fluid and Oldroyd viscoelastic
fluid.
3.1 Power-law fluid
From Eq. (1.31) and Eq. (1.32), the relation between ,\* and v* is:
,* n I-n
1\ = t n
2n+1
n 1
v* = t;;:
2n+ 1
(3.10)
(3.11)
Substituting Eq. (3.10) and Eq. (3.11) into Eq. (3.9) and integrating Eq. (3.9)
determines the pressure field:
P* _ P.* _ 2n+ 1 (tn~l _Tn~l)
o n (n - 1)
Since
Q Q(2n + 1) _1.
r=-= t n
27l"v 27l"n
we have
(3.12)
(3.13)
(3.14)
From Eq. (3.12) and Eq. (3.14) parametric plots between P* - Po and i can
be obtained. The plots are shown in Fig. (3.1) and Fig. (3.2) with n = 1.5, 0.5
respectively. T is taken to be 1.0, 2.5, and 5.0. When t = T, P* =Po'
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R
Figure 3.1: P* - Po vs. fl, Power-law fluid (n = 1.5)
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-4
-6
-8
Pressure drop vs. Rediel position
'"
n =0.5, T= 1.0
Figure 3.2: P* - Po vs. fl, Power-law fluid (n = 0.5)
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3.2 Bingham fluid
From Eq. (2.32) and Eq. (2.33), the parametric relation between A* and v*
for Bingham viscoplastic fluid is:
* 47]11 2 ( 1 *3 3 *)
v = - = - 1 + -zo - - Zo
Toh 3zo 2 2
* 1 *3 3 *A = 1+ "2 Zo -"2Zo
(3.15)
(3.16)
Substitute Eq. (3.15) and Eq. (3.16) into Eq. (3.9), and an exact expression
for Pci - P* is obtained. However, since the expression is cumbersome it is not
displayed here. Using the relation:
r V*
-=-
R v*
Pci - P* can be plotted against fl as shown in Fig. (3.3).
3.3 Maxwell-Oldroyd fluid
(3.17)
The parametric relation between A* and v* for Oldroyd viscoelastic fluid can
be written as:
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(Shear-thinning)
(Shear- thickening)
(3.18)
(3.19)
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Figure 3.3: P* - Po vs. i, Bingham fluid.
,\*
,\*
_31 +1':; {arctan 1'~ (1 + 1'~2) 2 _ 1 +31':; }
. * 4' *2 4' *Iw Iw Iw
(Shear-thinning)
{
I ( 1-1'*) (1 .*2)2 }
_31 -1':; n ~ - Iw 1 - 31':,2
. * 8' *2 + 4' *Iw Iw Iw
(Shear-thickening)
(3.20)
(3.21)
Similar to the procedure described above for Bingham fluid, Po - P* can be plotted
against i. Fig. (3.4) and Fig. (3.5) depict Po - P* as functions of i for both
shear-thinning and shear-thickening viscoelastic fluids.
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Pressure drop vs. RadIal posl/ion
Figure 3.4: P* - Po vs. "fi, Maxwell-Oldroyd fluid (0 < k < 1)
·1
-2
Pressure drop vs. Radial position
·3
Figure 3.5: P* - Po vs. "fi, Maxwell-Oldroyd fluid (k > 1)
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3.4 A Note on Non-Radially Symmetric Hele-Shaw Flow
When the flow in Rele-Shaw cell is not radially symmetric, it is governed by
the following partial differential equations:
v = AoP
oy (3.22)
When the fluid is Newtonian and A is a constant, Eq. (3.22) is reduced to Laplace
equation:
'\12P = 0 (3.23)
When the fluid is non-Newtonian, A will become function of u and v and Eq.
(3.22) becomes non-linear.
Another form of Eq. (3.22) is obtained by substituting (71, V, P) with (q, (3, P):
Eq. (3.22) becomes:
71 = qcos (3, v = qsin(3
q= A(q) I'\IPI
(3.24)
(3.25)
If A(q) is not expressed explicitly but parametrically as (A (t)-, q(t)), Eq. (3.25)
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can be written as:
dq at a(3
--+q(t)- = 0dt ax By
dq at _ q (t) a(3 = 0 .
dt ay ax
q (t) = A(t) I\7PI
(3.26)
Eq. (3.25) and Eq. (3.26) are both nonlinear equations which need to be solved
numerically.
The non-radially symmetric Hele-Shaw cell flows have been intensely studied
in the past years. Attentions are focused on the interfacial instability - the fa-
mous Taylor-Saffman problem [16-25], in which viscous fingers are formed when
a less viscous fluid is displacing a more viscous one. Some researches are focused
on the free-boundary development [26-27]. Oztekin et.. al. [28] calculated the
viscous fingers in the mushy region of two immiscible fluid using Hodograph tech-
nique. The nonlinear Darcy's law for non-Newtonian fluid in this thesis can be
used together with Hodograph transformation to calculate non-Newtonian viscous
fingers. Several attempts have already been made to test the combination and
they turn out to be quite successful.
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CONCLUSION
Exact solutions of planar Poiseuille flows and Hele-Shaw cell flows of various
non-Newtonian fluids are obtained. Lubrication approximations are developed for
Power-law fluids, Bingham viscoplastic fluids, and Maxwell-Oldroyd viscoelastic
fluids; the nonlinear Darcy's laws for such fluids are developed. The nonlinear
effects of fluid rheology on the flow 'structure as well as the mobility factors have
been examined in both Poiseuille flows and Hele-Shaw cell flows. The results
presented in the thesis indicate that general shear-thinning effects enhance the
flow rate. To put it mathematically, if the mobility factor, A, monotonically
increases with the average velocity q, as it does for Power-law fluids when
o< n < 1 , Bingham fluids, and Maxwell-Oldroyd fluids when 0 < k < 1, the
increase in the flow rate will be greater than the corresponding increase in the
driving pressure.
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